
 

     The stories inside this issue are 

veiled narratives about their inner 

thoughts and beliefs, even though most 

of their stories are fantasy or quirky 

surrealism. They live in magical 

kingdoms—places where their subnormal 

lives can breathe and be more than 

human. Fiction becomes the only place 

where they can write happy endings, 

because so much has already happened 

to them.  

 Most of them have a strong desire 

to love and be loved, and for over an 

hour each morning, they write and 

discuss fiction with enthusiasm. It 

releases the creative imagination and 

calms them. It becomes a place where 

anything is possible, a place where 

they can be themselves—free of 

judgment, a place where they belong, 

where they can feel like part of a 

group, a place that reminds them that 

they are alive and things will get 

better. 

 I do not edit the stories or correct 

them in any way. They appear as the 

student typed them. Enjoy their 

imaginations!    

   —
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Everyone must learn before they 

die, what they are running from, 

what they’re running to, and 

why.” 

—James Thurber 
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“ ”
 
Their once was a young 
boy who caught his sister 
doing something wrong. 
The young boy caught his 
older sister sneaking a boy 
into her room. He told her 
he was going to tell her 

parents, but what the young 
boy didn’t know is that the parents already knew. 
She had told her parents the day before that she 
was going to have to be studying with the boy. So 
when the parents got home young boy told his 
parents that his sister had a boy in her room. The 
parents started to snicker. They told the boy finally 
that they told her that her and the boy could study 
in her room. 
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Queen of the Bees  
By Adrianne 
 
I  am the queen , the 
queen of the bees ,I fill so 
powerful I fill so free, 
when I walk by you bow 
down to me , if you don’t 
you’ll be  sentenced  to 
flee , you’ll  have no 
freedom you’ll go to the dungeon,1 meal a 
day if your lucky  just remember next time 
bow down to me  I am the queen. the  
Queen of  the  Bees. 
 

“Heart” By Brandy 
 
My heart is breaking 
How could this be 
You were never there  
I miss you  
I miss your smile 
I still shed a tear every once in a while 
Even though it is different now 
You’re still here some how  
My heart won’t let you go 
But I need you to know 
I miss you 
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“ ”

 
 

I gained a lot of anger, 
I wish it would go away, 
I hate feeling like this, 
What should I say? 
When you have a lot of anger built up inside of you, 
Just sit and think, 
And get the bad out of you. 
 
“ ”

 
When I’m depressed, 
I don’t eat. 
I lose a lot of weight and that’s not the way to be. 
I cry every once in a while, 
I guess ill be okay, 
I’m getting all the help I need, 
In every kind of way. 
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 “Angel” By Brandy 

 
The devil hurt 
your body so 
heaven’s called 
me home. An 
angel came to me 
in a dream one 
night telling me 
that heaven’s called me home. She told me I was 
going to die from diabetes, but she told me if I 
changed my ways I would not die. Then I changed 
my ways. I would change my eating habits and I 
would quit drinking caffeine, so the devil never had 
to call me home. 
 

“Broken” By Brandy 
 

My heart is breaking because 
the one I loved has left me. 
He has died of a heart attack. 
Every day I may cry. I may feel 
like curling up into a ball. I 
also may feel like screaming. I 
know that I don’t have any 

control over what happens in life. People come and 
go, but your heart grows stronger each and every 
day that their gone. 
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Back in 1994 there 
was a boy name 
Gorgy he was 15 
years old. His mom and dad got devours so he live 
with his mom in until he was ten years old. 
But at age ten, his dad decided that he wanted to 
be my dad again. But when he move in with his dad 
in Texas but Gorgy was very hart and side he did  
Not know how to express his self so He expresses it 
with anger so he got mad at his self then he was 
mad with is parent not because he was anger but 
because he was hurt! 
 

FISH by Frankie 
 

 
 
When I more to my new school. 
I felt like an oddball. Just like a school of  
Fish but I am the person how is an oddball  
That people do not like to hang out with me! 
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“ ”

 
I wish I could fly away 
to a better place, 
That would be great. It 
would be a journey I’ve 
never been on and I 
hope it would be a fun 
and interesting place. 
Fly away, Fly away,  
Fly me to a better place. 
I’ll be with the person I 
love and I’ll never make mistakes. 
 

“ ”

 
I want to be alone, 
Please don’t come in, 
My Heart can’t take it no 
more; I need some time to 
spend. 
My thoughts are bad and 
good, I need some time to change. 
I just want to be a normal kid again, 
Is that so hard to change? 
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Yep that me the old man on the 
Beach like a slump on a log I gest 
That is why I have an ball and  
Chain around my ankle it all took  
Place about six years a go. I was  
Here and there and every where 
I wanted to change but other side 
Did not wanted to change so I  
Decided to give up on changing  
My life  

 

 
In this picture the girl looks very 
angry but I think she is scared 
but she shows anger to cover 
fear. I think she is poor to. You 
can tell she is not a happy 
person. 
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The Wish Book  
By Lauren                                          
1.19.11 
 

   Kayla a teenage 
girl has been 
reading a wish book 
about the things 
that are worth 
wishing and hoping 
for. After a few days 

after reading the book she has been hoping 
and wishing to have a better life and start 
opening up and trusting 
Others so she can get the help she needs to be 
able to get what she is hoping and wishing for 
but she is being held back due to her being 
scared to trust and express her feelings to 
them to be able to get the help she needs.
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Carnival  
By Kylen 
 
I ran away from home 
and joined a carnival. The 
reasoning for this is I felt 
worthless at home and 
fight with my mother. What I hope to find in 
this carnival is happiness without fighting with 
people that care for me. My job is maintenance 
I do nothing special and have no specific talent. 
I have given up on relationships and finding 
someone to be with. 
 

Lost By Lauren 
 

Ashley a 12 yr old 

girl is lost in the 

dark world beneath 

the streets. She has 

been hoping that somebody will find her 

and take her home. But she is scared to get 

on the train because she don’t know what 

kind of people are on the train she is so 

scared she just wants to go home with her 

family and be safe so she just got on the 

train and when she turned to her right she 

had found her  mom and went home safe.. 

6 

 

 
I have made choices that were 
easy to decide on but I have to 
decide on the biggest thing I 
have ever decided on in my life  
I have to decide on what I want 
to do with my life  be because it 
is time to start thinking about collage. And 
if I make the wrong decision it will cost me 
my whole life. So I must decide. 
 

Scared By Jack 
 
This person looks scared. He 
screams in terror it looks like 
something has scared this person in this 
painting. He has a pair shaped head that fits 
his hands perfectly. 
 

Skuume By Jack 
 
If I was part human and 
part skeleton I would be around both 
human and skeleton, and I would not be 
afraid of how I look if other people do not 
like the way I look they don’t got to look at 
me. 
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“Alone” By: Tyler    
     

I feel all alone because 
I have nobody to talk 
too what should I do? 
My life has been a total 
loss in this messed up 
world and my family 
they commit 
transgression all the 
time and blame it on 

me but I took the blame for a while till I got 
tired of it. I ran time after time but never got far 
I have been to jail, detention home, and to a lot 
of places. I ask what happen that was so bad 
that I got beat on. But I’m now sitting in a boat 
thinking about going back home but I don’t 
want to go back because I know that it will 
happen all over again. Now I’m sitting here in a 
boat knowing I can’t change the pass but I know 
that God has something great for me to do in 
the future but till then I’m going to be all alone. 
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‘Loner’ 
By: Chasitee 

 
I can sometimes 
be a loner. 
Sometimes I stay 
away from people. 
I like to go my 
own way because 
I am sometimes a 
loner. I like to 

make my own decisions. A lot of 
people think that I am a mean 
person because I am a loner. Most 
people go one way and go 
another. Because a am a loner. I 
see people talking and I am 
talking to no one because I am a 
loner. I see people playing sports 
and interacting and I am sitting on 
the bleachers by myself because I 
am a loner. 
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“I Want Him Out” 

By: Alexis 

 
There’s a little 
person inside of me 
that won’t come out. 
He encourages me to 
do bad things and I 
want him out. He 

talks to me from the inside, and tells me to 
do stupid and bad things. His name is 
Roger and he is a ghost in my veins. I want 
him out now because sometimes I listen to 
him, and that gets me in trouble. I wish I 
had a way to get him out. Maybe if I 
ignored him, I wouldn’t do the things I do. 
I got the little person out and told him, 
“I’m so happy for you” 
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Love Horses By Tyler 
 

It was about 3 years 
when 2 girl was looking 
for love and a friend well 
the girls was tired of 
there friends having 
there on horses and they 
wanted one so they went 

out to an open field and 
found two beautiful horses one was b  lack and 
its name was black beauty, then there was 
another horse that was white as snow and its 
name was snow white the girls looked at each 
other and said wow there are 2 wild Mustangs 
came out of no where the girls was so happy 
that they went and told there friends all about 
it and in the end it came out to be 2 girls and 2 
horses that was looking for love and friend. 
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Mice Rules Over a Cat  
By Tyler  

 
Why did I ever let a mice 
take over me I thought it 
was supposed to be me 
chasing the mice but I guess 
this can slide today because 
im in a good mood I love to 
see him fly like a bird in the 

sky I could always eat him when every I 
decide but I don’t want to hurt him so all im 
going to do to let him rule over me. 
 
                                                                        

Trapped  By  Tyler 
 
I never thought 
I would be like 
this trapped in 
a cage with a 
lot of stinky 
people that 
smell and I’m 
telling myself and other to let me out. 
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Dis-Owned                                               

By Lauren  
      
Amber a 15 yr old 
girl has been sad 
and depressed 
for weeks when 
she found out her father dis-owned her and 
was signing his rights away and she started 
feeling heartbroken and worthless and no 
good so the next morning she took four 
hands full’s of pills and didn’t even stop and 
think about what she was doing and then 
walked in her mothers room and said I hope 
daddy is happy now because I’m done I give 
up and I over dosed  maybe now he will see 
how much he meant to me then her mother 
rushed her to the hospital and she was 
rushed back to her room and then all these 
nurses and doctors come in with all these 
needles and shots and ect. She was so 
scared and then after they was done with 
all the tests the doctor came back in and 
said she was going to be ok and she started 
thinking he wasn’t worth all this . 
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Famous Rapper BY LZ 
 
My name is LJ and I am a 
famous rapper so I thought I 
take a little time back at 
home town and some people 
tell how many people got 
shot so I went to make things 
better. No more killing and 
gangs that is wrong.  
 

Imagination By Hannah 
  

For Christmas one 
year, I asked my 
mom what her 
favorite bands are to 
listen to. The first 
band was Bon Jovi. 

Her second one was Aerosmith. Then I bought 
her an Aerosmith cd for Christmas. From Wal-
Mart. I think it was sort of a dream come true 
because it’s her second favorite band. So now 
she has an Aerosmith cd to listen to when she 
wants. Even my sister would listen to it, I hope. 
I’m pretty sure she likes that band too. 
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Red 
 By: Kylen 

 
Once there was a 
girl named red who 
was loved dearly by 
all her family. One 
day her 
grandmother was 
sick and needed 
food and medicine. Her grandmother lived in a 
forest which was prone to being infested with 
wolves. Little red loved her dearest 
grandmother and volunteered to take the 
things to her. As she walked into the dark and 
depressing forest she looked around as the 
almost human-like trees and felt as if someone 
was watching her she shrugged off the feeling 
and continued walking. What she didn’t know 
was that a wolf who considered himself the 
slyest of them all thought he could easily take 
those goodies from little ol’ red. Red continued  
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to her grandmothers as she walked into the 
clearing is seemed that it was the only place the 
sun shined it’s pretty face. She walked into the 
house and saw that the wolf had her 
grandmother tied up so she decided to toy with 
him. She walked to him and gave him an empty 
basket before he could notice red had her 
grandmother out of the forest and back with 
her. 
 

 
I am this lion, and I have 
fallen into this pit. I fell 
into it because I wasn’t 
paying attention to where I 
was going, now I must find 
my way out. My way out is 

straight up, right through the opening, but it is 
dangerous, slippery rocks and sharp sticks. I start my 
way up by grabbing one of the rocks and I work my 
way up from there. I grab one of the rocks, it slips 
and plummets down to the ground. I later feel a 
sharp pain in my leg, it is cut by one of the sticks. I 
finally make my way out, bruised and battered, I 
limp my way back home.   
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There is like I have 
Chihuahua is inside me. 
That tide to get out but 
I am as furious as 
Chihuahua inside me I 
am big and strong but 
on the outside I am 
solve. 
 
 
 

  
 
“BLAH’BLAH,BLAH!”  
she won’t be quiet. 
How can I make her be 
quiet? Oh wait, I 
know, DUCK TAPE! Now let me ask you, 
why did my dad walk-out on me? 
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I walk this empty street the 
only thing that walks beside 
me is this depressing 
shadow. My shadow haunts 
me, taunts me, and teases 
me with the hope that 
someone will follow. I want 

him gone he causes nothing 
but sadness. So I try to destroy him eventually he leaves 
and it is just me on this empty street. 
 

“ ”

:  
 

 “Wow” what a big you got there. 
Do you need some duck tape to 
shut it up? No, why not jack your 
mouth is so terrible I don’t think 
you even brush your teeth after you 
get done with your meal. How many 
teeth do you got? Whats the yet is 
wrong with you gosh you eat 
humans for a living. Jack go home 

and brush your teeth. 
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“Butterfly” 
By: Chasitee 

 
I am a butterfly becoming 
human. It isn’t painful, it’s 
just different. I can hear 
things better and move 
more quickly. I see things 
differently than when I was 
a butterfly. As I go into the world I see many 
familiar faces but they do not know me because I 
am now human. I can now go places I couldn’t go 
before and I can talk to people now. It feels good to 
become human. I will live in a big house and have 
lots of money one day. I am glad I am no longer a 
butterfly. I am now human. 
 

I see a lay and a cat. The 

lady is in a dress and the cat 

is beside her. The dress 

pretty puffy and her lipstick 

is red. I see a lot of patterns 

and angel wings on the 

right. And there’s butterfly 

wings to the left, it’s really 

artistic. It looks like she’s in a dark room, or in a 

cave or in prison. She looks like she’s in a fancy 

dress. I also see a dog. And a lot of spots.. Also I see 

a man with a big nose. It looks like a collage. It 

looks like she’s on a stormy cloud. 
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Your Love  

   By: Tyler
 

        As the years pass by your heart grows. 

Now as your heart grows you have choices to make 

about the love of your life. 

But you will always have a broken hearted many 

and  many times. 

You can’t help yourself with 

your emotion and feeling. 

There’s always a way around 

emotion. 

When you really care for 

someone you already know 

that you care for that one 

person no matter what. You 

will hit that age one day where you’re going to 

choose the one you want to be with. 

 Always remember this Laugh, Live, Love, and 

Hope because that is like the whole process of life 
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Boyfriend                               
By: Lauren  
 

Katie has been so sad for the 

past few days because her parents grounded and 

locked her in her room because they didn’t like her 

boyfriend because he was always getting in trouble 

with the police but Katie didn’t care because she 

loved him so she still continued dating Cody behind 

her parents back and after a few weeks of her 

seeking behind their backs they found out and 

grounded her and locked her in her room and she 

realized he wasn’t worth all this. 

 

 “Afraid To Lose” 

By: Madison 

 

The course of true love 
never did run smooth 
The last words said to 

the boy she was afraid to lose 
At the age of 18 they would be back together 

In hope that their love really would last forever 
A beat up old necklace given as a gift 

He said was a symbol for my heart, wear it and with 
you I’ll always be with 

Two years pass, two years to go 
Her heart still aches with pain it so 

She will move on but never forget, who she was 
afraid to lose 

The course of true love never did run smooth.    
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“My Prayers” 
By: Alexis  

 
I pray to the lord my soul to keep. 

I pray to the lord that God 
cherishes me. 

You get me through this hard 
cold world and you listen to my 

prayers, 
In God’s name, we speak. 

Love is everywhere in the world. 
It will come to you one day. 

Just sit back, hope, and pray. 
You will find someone, I promise. 

There’s someone for everyone, you just got to 
wait. 

Amen. 

 

 

 

I married a boxer and we 

had to travel all across the 

USA, and we won  the 

championship. 
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“Love 
Story” 
By: Tyler 
    
“There once was a 
boy and girl who 
was married and 
died together and this is their Love story.” Jake a 
quarterback for Lovesville county high school, 
and Amber a computer nerd that gets picked on 
all the time. And one her  day Jake got tired of 
seeing her get picked on so he told everyone to 
stop but one day they were at church together 
and Jake asked Amber out and she said yes. But 
one day Jake and Amber walked into school 
together and no one said a word to them. Then 
one day the football team got news that they 
are going to the championship game to play well 
that night of the game Amber didn’t show up to 
the game he was thinking what is going on so 
half time came and Lovesville is winning 35-7 
and Jake called Amber and her mother picked 
up and said that she was in the hospital so Jake 
took off all his pads and went to the hospital 
just to see Amber that night he asked Amber to 
marry him and she said yes and that night 
Lovesville won 64-21 that night. 46 years of 
marriage they had three beautiful kids named 
Alexis, Isabella, and Austin and for Jake 
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he got a NFL draft and played for the Packers for 16 
years and one day all their kids became doctors, 
nurses, and a navy seal. Then Jake and Amber got 
very sick and died together, and Jake and Amber 
were buried in a heart shaped coffin that cost  $6.4 
million so both of them can be together side by side. 
 
And that is there Love story. 
 

“Life” 

By: Alexis  
 

Life hurts. 
You just have to live it. 
Everyone deserves one, 

Don’t you forget it. 
You have a chance to live your life to the fullest, 

Don’t ruin it. 

 

 
She is the one, and the only one. She wants to be 

friends, but does she really. She seems friendly and 
sincere, but she doesn’t seem she wants to be near. 

She laughs and smiles all the time, but her laughs 
and smiles aren’t from jokes of mine. I try to 

confront, I try to approach, but she runs away, she 
scatters like a roach. Does she love me? I may never 

know, but only time will truly show. 
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“ ”

The worst thing is holding on to someone who doesn’t 
want to be held on to. 

Don’t fall for someone unless they’re willing to catch you. 
The thing about falling in love is that if you do it right 

you’ll never hit the ground. Life is too short to be 
anything but happy, 

So kiss slow, love deeply, and forgive quickly. 
Take chances and never have regrets. 

Forget the past but remember what it taught you. 
Sometimes you just have to smile and pretend 

everything’s okay, 
Hold back the tears and walk away.  

If you want to see the rainbow, you must walk through 
the rain, 

And if you want true love, you must go through the pain. 

 

 
Secrets. Everyone has 

them. Everyone tries to 
hide their truths. But I have 
a secret, a truth that I can’t 

escape. I can’t hide. I 
harbored this truth within 
for so long. I hid it from so 

many. I tried to escape. Long have I screamed to be 
free of this. This burden, this curse. You don’t see 

me. You don’t see what I’ve become. You don’t 
understand and the monster I have become.  


